Technical features

Technical data

Max. pressure: 10 bar
Liquid temperature: -35 ÷ +110°C
Ambient temperature: 0 ÷ +40°C
Max. glycol quantity: 0.05 bar at 57°C
Minimum suction pressure: 0.4 bar at 80°C
Insulation class: F
Protection degree: IP44
Voltage: Single phase 1~230V

Auto mode — Constant pressure — Fixed speed — Proportional pressure

New Ego 2 and Ego 2 Tech circulators Product Catalogue

Locking ahead, going beyond expectations Ahead> Beyond
A further step forward

The Ego range evolves and becomes even more efficient thanks to the new circulators Ego 2 and Ego 2 Tech. The new Ego 2 and Ego 2 Tech offer:

- The best efficiency index in their category
- New motor technology as already used for Ego Easy and Ego Slim
- Compactness and lightness thanks to new design
- New display for better management and visualisation of operating parameters
- New operating modes
- Simple installation
- 5 years warranty

**Operating mode:**
- Proportional pressure
- Constant pressure
- Fixed speed
- Night mode
- Auto mode

**Ego 2**

- Operating mode:
  - Proportional pressure
  - Constant pressure
  - Fixed speed

**Ego 2 Tech**

- Operating mode:
  - Proportional pressure
  - Constant pressure
  - Fixed speed
  - Auto mode
  - Night mode

- 4 viewable parameters:
  - Power (W)
  - Head (m)
  - Flow (m³/h)
  - Error occurred

**Insulation casing** included as standard

**Connector** for practical and easy installation

**New motor technology** with permanent magnets for the best efficiency index in its category

**New display** to show the operating parameters

5 Years Warranty
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